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ABSTRACT
Network-based computer systems play increasingly vital roles in modern society; they have become the target of
intrusions by our enemies and criminals. Intrusion detection system attempts to detect computer attacks by
examining various data records observed in processes on the network. This paper presents a hybrid intrusion
detection system models, using Learning Vector Quantization and an enhanced resilient backpropagation artificial
neural network. The proposed system is divided into five phases: environment phase, dataset features and preprocessing phase, Learning Vector Quantization phase, enhanced resilient backpropagation neural network phase
and testing the hybrid system phase. A Supervised Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) as the first stage of
classification was trained to detect intrusions; it consists of two layers with two different transfer functions,
competitive and linear. A multilayer perceptron as the second stage of classification was trained using an enhanced
resilient backpropagation training algorithm. Best number of hidden layers and hidden neurons were calculated to
train the enhanced resilient backpropagation neural network. One hidden layer with 32 hidden neurons was used in
resilient backpropagation artificial neural network training process. An optimal learning factor was derived to speed
up the convergence of the resilient backpropagation neural network performance. The evaluations were performed
using the NSL-KDD99 network anomaly intrusion detection dataset. The experiments results demonstrate that the
proposed system (LVQ_ERBP) has a detection rate about 97.06% with a false negative rate of 2%.
Keywords: Intrusion Detection System, Learning Vector Quantization, Resilient Backpropagation, Artificial Neural
Network
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of protecting systems from attacks and intrusions is critical, especially with the coming of Internet
age, and because of the increasing dependence which companies and government agencies have on their computer
networks [1]. A single intrusion of a computer network can result in the loss or unauthorized utilization or
modification of large amounts of data and cause users to question the confidentiality, reliability and the availability
of all of the information and the resources on the network. Intrusion Detection Systems have become the key
foundation of network security.
The two main intrusion detection techniques are misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection systems,
use patterns of well known attacks or weak spots of the system to match and identify known intrusions. Anomaly
detection systems, flag observed activities that deviate significantly from the established normal usage profiles as
anomalies, that is, possible intrusions. Anomaly detection techniques can be effective against unknown or novel
attacks since no a priori knowledge about specific intrusions is required. However, anomaly detection systems tend
to generate more false alarms than misuse detection systems because an anomaly can just be a new normal behavior
[2].
Neural networks are a uniquely powerful tool in multiple class classification, especially when used in applications
where formal analysis would be very difficult or even impossible, such as pattern recognition, nonlinear system
identification, and control [3]. Because of their generalization feature, neural networks are able to work with
imprecise and incomplete data. It means that they can recognize also patterns not presented during a learning phase.
That is why the neural networks could be a good solution for detection a well- known attack, which has been
modified by an aggressor in order to pass through the firewall system. In that case, traditional Intrusion Detection
Systems, based on the signatures of attacks or expert rules, may not be able to detect the new version of this attack
[4].
2. RELATED WORKS
Depren et al. (2005) [5] proposed an intelligent intrusion detection system for anomaly detection system using Self
Organizing Map (SOM) to model the normal behavior. They used KDD Cup99 data set for implementation. Their
results showed that their module achieved an accuracy rate of 98.96% (2 Classes) a false positive rate of 1.01%. The
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main advantage of this method is using the powerful unsupervised SOM which results a low false positive rate, but on
the other hand the system didn't classify the records into 5 classes. Ahmad, Swati & Mohsin (2007) [6] designed an
intrusion detection mechanism using resilient backpropagation. The ANN architecture was input and output layers
and two hidden layer, with 41, 14, 9, and 2 neurons respectively. KDD Cup 99 was used as the dataset that contains
both training and testing sets. They achieved an accuracy rate of 95.93% (2 Classes). The proposed system had a very
good accuracy rate but on the other hand they have used 2 hidden layers which are not necessary especially if the
neural network parameters were selected optimally. Naoum, Abid and Al-Sultani (2012) [7] proposed a hybrid
intrusion detection system based on k-Nearest Neighbor and an enhanced resilient backpropagation artificial neural
network. An optimal learning factor was derived to enhance the performance (speed up the convergence) of the
enhanced resilient backpropagation. First Norm was used in the k-Nearest Neighbor implementation instead of
Euclidean distance and they have used the first nearest neighbor where k equals 1. The enhanced resilient
backpropagation neural network trained using an optimal number of hidden layers and neurons; therefore it was
trained with only one hidden layer and 34 hidden neurons. The evaluation was performed on the NSL-KDD99
anomaly intrusion detection dataset. The proposed system has a classification rate (5 classes) of 97.2% with false
negative rate of about 1%.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This paper presents two classifiers to classify intrusions, using Learning Vector Quantization and a multi layer
perceptron trained using an enhanced resilient backpropagation as the first and second classifier respectively. The
system will be tested and evaluated using the NSL-KDD dataset. The proposed system is divided into five phases:
environment phase, dataset features and pre-processing phase, Learning Vector Quantization phase, enhanced
resilient backpropagation neural network phase and testing the hybrid system phase.
3.1
The Environment Phase
This unit presents records from NSL KDD99 dataset [8]. It's divided into two subsets, training subset and testing
subset. The NSL KDD dataset includes a wide variety of intrusions together with normal activities simulated in a
military network environment. NSL KDD records belong to one of the following five categories: Normal, DoS
(denial of service), R2L (root to local), U2R (user to root) and Probing (surveillance). There are 41 features columns
and they are either symbolic or continuous.
3.2
Data Pre-processing Phase
The data from the environment unit will be processed before entering the classification unit. Feature columns are
processed at 2 steps as follows:
1.

Transformation: Symbolic columns are transformed to numeric values using transformation table for each
column. Table 1 demonstrate the customize transformation table for flag feature column.
Table 1 Flag Column Feature Transformation Table
Flag-4

No

OTH

1

REJ

2

RSTO

3

RSTO 0

4

RSTR

5

S0

6

S1

7

S2

8

S3

9

SF

10

SH

11
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Label column (column 42) contains either normal or the sub-type attack label. Transforming this column was
applied at two steps. First the sub-attack type was represented with the main attack type, and then the main attack
type was transformed to numeric using 5 columns, each class is represented with value one using one column. Table
2 represents the customization transformation for the main classes.
Table 2 Label Transformation Table

2.

Label -42

Column1

Column2

Coulmn3

Column4

Column5

Normal

1

0

0

0

0

DoS

0

1

0

0

0

U2R

0

0

1

0

0

R2L

0

0

0

1

0

Prob.

0

0

0

0

1

Standardization: Training subset matrix is processed by mapping each row's means to 0 and standard deviations
to 1. It’s important to mention that the main testing dataset also should be standardized using the mean and the
variance of the training dataset before performing the simulation.

3.3
Learning Vector Quantization Phase
In this paper a Learning Vector Quantization was trained to detect intrusions as the first step. Learning vector
quantization (LVQ) is a method for training competitive layers in a supervised manner. LVQ network has a first
competitive layer and a second linear layer. The competitive layer learns to classify input vectors in much the same
way as the competitive layers of Self-Organizing Feature Maps. The linear layer transforms the competitive layer's
classes into target classifications defined by the user. The classes learned by the competitive layer are referred to as
subclasses and the classes of the linear layer as target classes [9].
In the training process of LVQ different computational paradigms were used. First we have mentioned before that
LVQ only consists of one competitive (hidden) layer and one output layer containing sub-class and main-class
neurons respectively. Therefore in the competitive and output layers 23 (normal and 22 sub attack types) and 5
neurons were used respectively.
During the training of LVQ it was clearly that LVQ highly affected about how many patterns corresponding for each
main class, therefore in designing the training dataset it was very critical to select approximately equal numbers of
patterns to represent each class otherwise the LVQ will classify one main class and neglects the others.
Learning rate and number of epochs was selected iteratively where the best performance is the main criteria.
After the training process, the LVQ is ready to classify the testing dataset. LVQ will classify the dataset into five
classes (Normal, DoS, U2R, R2L and Prob). Then the results of LVQ will be combined later with the results of the
neural network trained using the enhanced resilient backpropagation classifier to provide maximum classification
rates.
3.4
Enhanced Resilient Backpropagation Neural Network Phase
The enhanced resilient backpropagation neural network will be trained by adjusting the weights until the error
between the desired output and the neural output is below some predefined value (e.g. e-10). Mean Square Error
(MSE) will be used to find the norm between the desired output and the neural output. The learning process is
essentially an optimization process in which the parameters of the best set of connection coefficients (weights) for
solving a problem are found [10]. It is very difficult to know which training algorithm will be the fastest for a given
problem. Our experiments have shown that the resilient backpropagation (trainrp) may be the fastest on detecting
intrusions, and the memory requirements for this algorithm are relatively small in comparison to the other
algorithms considered. In order to improve the convergence speed of the resilient backpropagation an optimal
learning factor parameter was derived, and the algorithm was enhanced and it is called the enhanced resilient
backpropagation.
The general learning rule formula is identified as:
𝑤

𝑚 +1

= 𝑤 𝑚 + 𝜉 𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑𝑚 𝑧𝑚

Where
𝑤

𝑚 +1

𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡,
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𝑤 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡,
𝜉 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟,
𝑡 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑚
𝑑 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑧 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛
The optimal weight 𝐰 ∗ which is the correct weight solution will be used to improve the convergence speed where
the neural network will settle in the global minima instead the local. Using the above equation 𝐰 ∗ is subtracted at
both sides of the equation. The learning rule, where assuming 𝐰 ∗ is the correct weight solution becomes:
𝑤 (𝑚 +1) − 𝑤 ∗ = 𝑤 𝑚 − 𝑤 ∗ + 𝜉 𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚 𝑧 𝑚
𝑚
Now if 𝑧 is correctly classifed there is no need to update the weights, but if 𝑧 𝑚 is misclassified, then:
2

𝑤 (𝑚 +1) − 𝑤 ∗ = 𝑤 𝑚 − 𝑤 ∗ 2 + 𝜉 2 𝑧 𝑚 2 + 2𝜉 𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚 (𝑤 𝑚 − 𝑤 ∗ )𝑧 𝑚
Where . can be any norm, however in this research 1- norm was used. The term t m − dm 2 equals 1, because
when the target is one the neural output will be zero and vice versa. The target and the neural output will never be
equal because we assumed from the beginning that z m is missclassified.
Now it can be shown that:
𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚 (𝑤 ∗ )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 = (𝑤 ∗ )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 ≥ 0
𝑹𝒆𝒊𝒏𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑳𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈
𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚 (𝑤 𝑚 )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 = − (𝑤 𝑚 )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 ≤ 0
𝑨𝒏𝒕𝒊 − 𝑹𝒆𝒊𝒏𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒅 𝑳𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈
Then substitute the above two formulas in the main equation, we have:
2

𝑤 (𝑚 +1) − 𝑤 ∗ = 𝑤 𝑚 − 𝑤 ∗ 2 + 𝜉 2 𝑧 𝑚 2 − 2𝜉( (𝑤 ∗ )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 + (𝑤 𝑚 )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 )
Then the optimal step size can be derived by minimizing the mean square error (MSE), where 𝑤 (𝑚 +1) − 𝑤 𝑚 → 0
over 𝜉𝑜𝑝𝑡 :
(𝑤 ∗ )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 + (𝑤 𝑚 )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚
𝜉𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝑧𝑚 2
Substitute 𝜉𝑜𝑝𝑡 in the learning rule equation:

(𝑤 ∗ − 𝑤 𝑚 )𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 𝑚
𝑧
𝑧𝑚 2
We can't use 𝜉𝑜𝑝𝑡 since the optimal weight value can't be determined in advance. Therefore a relaxation method will
be used by replacing the unknown term (w ∗ )T z m by δ, where 0 ≤ δ ≤ δ∗ : 𝛿 ∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑚 𝑤 ∗𝑇 𝑧 𝑚
Thus the learning rule becomes:
𝑡 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚 (𝛿 + 𝑤 𝑚𝑇 𝑧 𝑚 ) 𝑚
𝑤 𝑚 +1 = 𝑤 𝑚 +
𝑧
𝑧𝑚 2
To provide maximum generalization, we started with only one hidden layer using different number of hidden
neurons iteratively. We used the iterative process because using high number of hidden neurons will lead to overfitting problem, where the neural network will not be able to classify new records. Generally if there are no good
results then a second layer can be added to improve the neural performance.
Experiments have shown that when using only one hidden layer with 32 hidden neurons, the enhanced resilient
backpropagation neural performance gave the best classification rate.
𝑤

𝑚 +1

= 𝑤𝑚 +

3.5
Testing the hybrid system (LVQ_ERBP) Phase
In this phase, testing dataset will be classified by both Learning Vector Quantization and the enhanced resilient
backpropagation neural network which was trained during the training phase using the best number of hidden
neurons and layers. The designed system will be evaluated by calculating the Detection Rate (DR), False Positive
Rate (FPR) etc.
4. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
In this paper a hybrid system of learning vector quantization and an enhanced resilient backpropagation neural
network was trained to detect intrusions using NSL-KDD99 dataset. Testing set contains some attacks that it is not
represented in the training set. The testing dataset details are shown in the table 3:
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Table 3 Testing Datasets (Labeled) Analysis Details
Testing Dataset (Labeled)
Class Size
Normal
1000
Denial of Service (DoS)
2200
User to Root (U2R)
Root to Local (R2L)
Prob
Total

37
2200
2200
7637

LVQ network as the first classifier was trained using the parameters shown in the table 4:
Table 4 Learning Vector Quantization Learning Parameter
Parameters
Details
Learning
Supervised
Input Nodes
Input Dimensionality: 41
Hidden Nodes
Number of sub-classes: 23
Output Nodes
Number of Main classes: 5
Distance Function
Negative Euclidean Distance (negdist)
Transfer Function in the Hidden Layer
Competitive Transfer Function (compet)
Transfer Function in the output layer
Linear Transfer Function (purelin)
Learning Function
Learning Vector Quantization 1
Training Function
Random Weight/Bias Rule
Learning Rate
0.008
Number of epochs
6
Network Performance
Mean Square Error (MSE)
An enhanced resilient backpropagation neural network (ERBP) as the second classifier will be used also to classify
the testing dataset into 5 classes. The neural network was trained using the parameters shown in table 5:
Table 5 Enhanced Resilient Artificial Neural Network Learning Parameters
Parameters
Details
Learning
Supervised
Input Layer
One input layer with 41 neurons (input dimensionality)
Hidden Layer
One hidden layer with 32 neurons
Output Layer
One output layer with 5 neurons (Classes)
Number of epochs
364
Transfer Function
Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid (tansig)
Network Performance
Mean Square Error (MSE)
Figure below demonstrates the confusion matrix of the enhanced resilient backpropagation neural network as a
separated phase:
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Figure 1Enhanced Resilient Backpropagation Neural Network Confusion Matrix
After combining the results of both classifiers the class detection rate of the hybrid (LVQ_ERBP) is shown in table
6:
Table 6 Hybrid (LVQ_ERBP) Detection Rate
Testing(Labeled) Datasets
Class Size
Detected Size
Detection Rate
Normal
1000
910
91%
DoS
2200
2165
98.4%
U2R
37
26
70.27%
R2L
2200
2121
96.4%
Prob.
2200
2191
99.59%
Total
7637
7413
97.06%
False Positive Rate, False Negative Rate, Recall, and Precision metrics are used to evaluate the performance of
learning algorithms. These metrics have been widely used for comparisons. Table 7 shows the values of these metrics
for the hybrid system (LVQ_ERBP):
Table 7 Hybrid System (LVQ_ERBP) Evaluation Metrics
Testing(Labeled) Datasets
Percentage
Recall
98%
Precision
99%
False Negative Rate
2%
False Positive Rate
9%
Table 8 shows the comparison between the proposed hybrid system (LVQ_ERBP)
(LVQ_kNN) proposed by [7].
Table 8 Hybrid (LVQ_ERBP) vs. Hybrid (LVQ_kNN)
Hybrid
Hybrid
Dataset
%
(LVQ_ERBP)
(LVQ_kNN)
Normal
910 - 1000
91%
938 – 1000
DoS
2165 – 2200
98.4%
1187 -1200
U2R
26 – 37
70.3%
30 – 37
R2L
2121 – 2200
96.4%
194 – 500
Prob.
2191 – 2200
99.59%
1157 – 1200
All
7425 - 7637
97.06%
3506 - 3937
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper a Learning Vector Quantization and an enhanced resilient backpropagation artificial neural network
were trained to detect intrusion. The main issue in LVQ training, it requires a long time to be trained especially
when comparing to other networks such as Multilayer Perceptron or Self Organizing Maps. Table 8 shows that the
hybrid system of (LVQ_ERBP) had better results than (LVQ_kNN). Artificial neural network as a machine learning
algorithm has a better performance in classification problems than the k-Nearest Neighbor which uses norm distance
to classify the records. One of the main issues in detecting intrusions is the low-frequent attacks. User to Root as a
low-frequent has the lowest detection rate among other classes. For low-frequent attacks, the leaning sample size is
too small compared to high-frequent attacks, it makes ANN not easy to learn the characters of these attacks and
therefore detection precision is much lower. In practice, low-frequent attacks do not mean they are unimportant.
Instead, serious consequence will be caused if these attacks succeeded. For example, if the U2R attacks succeeded,
the attacker can get the authority of root user and do everything he likes to the targeted computer systems or network
device [11].
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